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. Vocabulary practice

REVIEW KEY VOCABULARV
. inverse operations, p. 134

. equivalent equations, p. 134

. identity, p. rsa

. ralio, p. 162

. proportion, p. t63

. cross producl, p.16s

. scale drawing, p. 170

. scale model, p. t7o

. scale, p. tzo

. literal equation, p. laa

VOCABUTARY EXERCISES

r. copy and complete: A(n) ? is a two-dimensional drawing of an object in
whlch the dimensions of the drawing are in proportion to the dimensions
ofthe object.

2. Copy and complete: When you perform the same inverse operation on
eachside ofanequation,youproduce a(n) ? equation'

3. Exptainwhy the equation 2x + Bx: 3x + 7x is an identity'

4. Copy and complete: In the proportion I:#'7 '32 and'} ' 28 are ?

5. Describethe steps you would take to write the equation 6x - 2y : 16

in function form.

pp.134-14O

Write original equation.

Multiply each side bY 5.

Simplify.

EXAMPLES
.r.:.?r.1r.1.111.f.
on pp.134-136
for Exs. 6-12

EXERCISES
Solve the equation. Checkyour solution'
6. x-4:3
9. -Sz:75

8. 4m: -84
u. -27:]w

REVIEW EXAMPLES AND EXERCISES

Solve

Soke f = t4.

I: t4
5

u'f : u' tn

x:70

7. -B + a:5
r0. lt :;

12. PARKS A rectangular city park has an area of.2lI,20O square feet'
If the length of tf,e park is 660 feet, what is the width of the park?

Use the review examples and exercises below to check your understanding of
the concepts you have learned in each lesson of Chapter 3'
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Solve

Solve4.r-9=3.
4x-9:3

4x-9+9:3+9
4x: 12

4x _1244
x:3

Write original equation.

Add 9 to each side.

simplify.

Divide each side by 4.

Simplify.

Chapter Review Practice

pp.141-146

ft-t--'r
3'
-110: -4c-Bc

148-t53

EXERCISES
Solve the equation. Checkyour solution.EXAMPLES

land2
on pp.141-142
for Exs. 13-'18

EXAMPLES
.r.:.?:. L.?.T.{..1....
on pp. 148-149
for Exs. 19-28

13. 9b + 5:23
rc. ?ru + 2:20

19.3w+4w-2:12
22.4y-(y-4):-20
25. 

'@ 

+ r) :3

14. 1l :5y - 4

17. 3t + 9t: 60

2O.245-42:B
23. 8a - 3(2a * 5) : 13

26. tQx - r): -12

15.

18.

Solve

Solve 5.r - 2(4x * 3) = 9.
5x - 2(4x+ 3) = 9 Writeoriginalequation.

5x- Bx - 6 = 9 Distributiveproperty

-3x - 6 = 9 Combineliketerms.

-3x : 15 Add 6 to each side.

x : -5 Divide each side by -3.
EXERCISES
Solve the equation. Check your solution.

28. FOOTBALL You purchase 5 tickets to a football game from an Internet
ticket agency. In addition to the cost per ticket, ihe agency charges
a convenience charge of $2.50 per ticket. you choose to pay for rush
delivery, which costs $15. The total cost of your order is 

-SSLZ.SO. 
What is

the price per ticket not including the convenience charge?

21. c+2c-5-5c:7
24. I6h - 4(5h - 7):4
zz. E$k* 2) : -36
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Solve

Solve the equation, if possible.

a. -2(x - 5) : 7 - 2x

-2x-ll0:7-2x
-2x*3: -2x

15 - l0r: -l0x + 15

15 - 10x: 15 - 10x

Original equation

Distributive property

subtract T lrom each side.

) The equation -2x -l 3 : -2x is not true because the number -2x cannot
be equal to 3 more than itself. So, the equation has no solution.

b. 5(3 - 2x) : -(fOx - 15) Originalequation

Distributive propertY

Rearrange terms.

) The statement 15 - 10x : 15 - 10x is true for all values of x. So, the
equation is an identitY'

pp.154-159

pp.162-167

EXAMPLES
1,2, and 4

EXERCISES
Solve the equation, if Possible.
29. -32-I:B-32
31 2.9w + 5:4.7w - 7.6

33. 4(x - 3) : -2(6 - 2x)

35. #(48 + 2ab :2(r7 - 4b)

37. (6 cEoMETRY Refer to the square shown'

a. Find the value of x.

b. Find the perimeter of the square.

Write Ratios and

30. 16 -2m:5m+9
32. 2y + ll.4 : 2.6 - 0.2Y

34. 6(2a + 10) :5(a + 5)

36. 1.5(n + 20) :0.5(3n + 60)

6x+5

iiiipii ii?':ii'd'1
torExs.29-37 I

You know ttratl pizzas will feed 20 people. How many pizzas do you need
to order to feed 88 peoPle?

5:x +numberotPlzzas20 88 <- number of people

tt ' * : 88 ' # MuhiPlY each side bY 88'

Simplify.

) You need to order 22 Pizzas.

with Variables on Both Sides

8x-3
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EXAMPLES
2and3
on pp. 163-164
for Exs. 38-44

EXAMPLES
.r.:.?r.111.L......
on pp. 168-170
for Exs. 45-52

?:m791
c+2 _845543.

y :25915
?:3a420

39.

42.

56_x
162
5z _ 105
36

38.

41.

EXERCISES
Solve the proportion. Checkyour solution.

44. PA|!{TING The label on a can of paint states that one gallon of the paint
will cover 560 square feet. How many gallons of that paint are needed to
cover 1400 square feet?

Solve Cross Products

Solve the proportion * = Y.
_12

x
: 10. 12

:120
:40

A map has a scale of I cm: ls km. The distance between two cities on the
map is 7.2 centimeters. Estimate the actual distance between the cites.

I -7.2 + centlmeters15 d <- kilometers
| . d: 15.7.2 Crossproductsproperty

d: IO8 Slmplify.
) The distance between the two cities is about l0g kilometers.

EXERCISES
Solve the proportion. Check your solution.

Chapter Review Practice

168-r73

3
10

Write original proportion.

Cross products property

Simplify.

Divlde each side by 3.

3.x
3x
x

n6.2:+nu. +: +
48. l0 _ -s3m6 +s. -!!-!-:1

n.#:h
50. 5lc _2c+23-4

51. TYPING RATES A student can type 65 words in 2 minutes. How many
words can the student type in 20 minutes?

52. MAPS A map has a scale of I cm: 12 km. The distance between two cities on
the map is 6.8 centimeters. Estimate the actual distance between the cities.
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i*T Solve Percent Problems pp. t79-pt IE -,.

1

EXAMPTES
2,3,4,and5',
on pp.177-179 

|
itor txs. 5J-5/

EXAMPLES
2and3
on p. 185
for Exs. 58-61

42is 4OTo of what number?
q : pVo . b Write percent equation.

42 : 40To. b Substitute 42for oand4ofor p.

42 = 0.4 . b write percent as decimal.

105 : b Divide each side by 0.4.

) 42 is 40% of 105.

EXERCISES
Use the percent equation to answer the question.

53. What number is 30% of 55?

s5. What percent of 56 is 2l?

length, ru is the width, andh is the height.

a. Solve the formula for h.

b. Use the rewritten formula to find the
height of the aquarium shown, which has
a volume of 5850 cubic inches.

57. GONCERTS There were 7500 tickets sold for a concert, 20% of which were
general admission tickets. How many general admission tickets were sold?

Write 5x + 4y - 7 = i.so thatyis afunction ofr.
5x+ 4y-7 :5 Writeoriginalequation.

5x + 4Y : 12 Add 7 to each side'

4y : 12 - 5x Subtract 5xfrom each side'

y : 3 - tnt Divide each side by 4.

EXERCISES
Write the equation so thatyis a function of x.

58. x+7Y:O 59. 3x :2y - 18 6O. 4y - x:20 - I

54. lI7 isTBTo of what number?

56. What percent of 60 is 18?

Ec;: 
*l

6f . AQUARTUMS A pet store sells aquariums that are rectangular prisms' The
volume Vof an iquarium is given by the formula V : Lwh where I is the

hin
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